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FINANCIAL SITES USE DISKEEPER  

TO PREVENT PROBLEMS 

 
 

“We have not used the Windows built-in defrag in several years. It consumed more CPU, required 

scheduling, and had conflicts with SQL locked files and other custom apps we have. Diskeeper 

resolved all of these issues. 

 

“With the Diskeeper Admin Console, upgrades and deployments are very simple, scan, select, and 

deploy, then watch the report update - doesn’t get much easier than that.” 

 

Charles Brown, Systems Administrator, Unum Provident                       #239  Fortune 500 list 

 

 

“I have noticed that Diskeeper EnterpriseServer is making a large dent as far as defragmenting 

goes.  The status of most of our volumes has gone from Critical to Moderate, and we are seeing 

good results on our backup servers. We just recently freed up ~1.5TB on each the four main 

volumes we use Diskeeper with IntelliWrite on (each volume is about ~10TB), so Diskeeper helped 

there too!”   

 
Ralph Denning, IT Manager, Fidelity Bank              #366 Fortune list 

 

 

“We use Diskeeper to prevent problems.  Roaming profiles and the application software we use have 

quite an impact on the hard drive so keeping it in good order makes sense.  Our roaming profiles 

and software store temporary files on C: drive so it gets fragmented quite easily. Diskeeper running 

daily on stops this fragmentation.  We use Diskeeper to keep our C: drives in good order.  We have 

had it running for several years now.” 

 

Janine Brain, Actuarial Infrastructure Management Manager, Legal & General Assurance Society,  

 #90 Global Fortune list 

 

 

“Diskeeper is necessary to ensure that fragmentation is not an issue. It’s an easy way to have one 

less thing to worry about. We are running Diskeeper on servers with RAID, a few NAS servers, and 

also on the box with our antivirus running on it quickly with no problems. 

 

“Anecdotally, I had seen a difference when I initially installed Diskeeper a few years back. I am 

certain that I would not be getting the good performance today without Diskeeper as my machines 

are over 5 years old at this point. They are just all around faster. My desktops are also running much 

better than they would be without Diskeeper. I am still getting use from Dell Dimension 2400 

computers that are over 5 years old because Diskeeper is keeping the hard drives optimized.” 

 

Darren Eikleberry, Operations & IT Officer, Farmers State Bank 
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“Gordon Brothers has used Diskeeper Server for over ten years on all of our servers running the 

Windows O/S. We began using Diskeeper on our PC’s during the last 24 months.  Since then the 

performance of the PC’s has improved significantly.  Diskeeper contributes to us rarely needing to 

replace a failed hard drive.  HelpDesk tickets related to performance and hard disk failure have 

definitely decreased significantly since we began using Diskeeper.  After speaking with a few people 

in the I.T. Departmen.,we agreed that we see a 15 % reduction in trouble tickets related to PC 

performance or hard drive failures.   

 

“We really like the new features such as the ‘efficient’ defragmentation method.  We are also seeing 

almost 100% fragmentation prevented by IntelliWrite, which certainly cuts down dramatically on disk 

drive usage.  Diskeeper also poses no stability issues for our PCs.  It is extremely easy to install and 

just does its job in the background. We are obviously extremely pleased with the product.” 

 

Joseph F. McEachern, IT Manager, Gordon Brothers Group         

 

 

”I have been a user and a big fan of Diskeeper for eight years.  What really hooked me then was the 

“Set It and Forget It” feature, which truly works the way it should, although disk optimization was still 

limited to a specific time window. 

 

“With InvisiTasking I was able to install Diskeeper on a Server that runs our critical nightly batch 

processing for the credit union, and also runs various jobs throughout the day.  We were getting 

‘delayed write failed’ errors about once a week and I installed Diskeeper to see if I could improve the 

performance of the disk array. Over the next three days, without having to re-boot the server or stop 

any of the processing, Diskeeper healed over 180,000 fragmented files.  Now those error messages 

are a thing of the past” 

 

Damon Young, Systems Administrator, Xceed Financial Credit Union 

 

 

“The IntelliWrite technology is a blessing especially on my Imageright scheduler which is where I put 

the Diskeeper Premier upgrade. Diskeeper is performing fine. You have a great product; it's saved 

many servers from failure since we started using your product many years ago.”  
 

Debra K. Mull, Sr. Network Administrator, Lititz Mutual Insurance Company 


